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1- Abstract  
Seasonal changes in coasts morphology, are wavy mostly due to change at energy level. 
The changes of morphology results from two types of changes: 1) seasonal changes 
b(summer and winter)  2) periodic changes (storm and after storm) [1]. The degree of 
erosion and the changes of coast line by hydrodynamic processes is different from one 
zone to another [2]. Environmental parameters of wave variants is effective in predicting 
coastline change and coast morphology [4, 3].  
 
2- Materials and methods  
 
2-1- The statistic of wave: 
 in order to state the wave parameter in the wide of zone of surf, observation method was 
used. For reducing observation error the number of (10 to 15) the waves has been 
considered one after another. This method is very useful when  no special measuring 
tools are not available [5].  
 
2-2- Measuring the change of coastline position  
Coastline change on the coast platform in four stations at the length of 20 km was 
measured periodically from southern part of Caspian sea. The stations were chosen so 
that it could cover the entire zone under study approximately. It was considered that the 
research would be done during fall and daily. For accurate measuring and preventing 
errors resulting from measuring by meter in this project it has been tried to use laser 
meter devise simultaneously and to compare these two measurements. First we place the 
in (Crest bern) and then shine the laser to mentioned reference point and fix the point and 
record its size. The accuracy of this device is 1 mm.   
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2-3- Insertion of  result in software . 
The gained result was transported to excel software .  
(table 1) In this table . the average of numbers has been recorded, the respect figure is 
drawn by this software . (figure.1) . then by inserting this values in energy formula , the 
measured energy was inserted in table 2 .  
 
3- Conclusion 
Seasonal changes in the cast morphology is mostly because of change at Energy level; 
slow waves during fall lead to create coasts with widespread coastal platform . Table two 
shows that the wave energy according to wave height change and has the higher waves of 
energy . Also the width of coast platform was daily considered and it was observed that 
the entire coasts follow periodic seasonal changes . Just the width of some part of coast , 
such as sea 34 during fall , was reduced . It seems the cause of this matter is the presence 
of coastal instruction with perforated legs . Generally seasonal changes at the width of 
coast of Noor is at wave energy because of seasonal variety . Also , the width of the 
platform reduced significantly in all stations from 6/9/88 to 26/8/88 .  
 

Table 1: The average of shoreline changes in fall 

Title Golsar
1 

Golsar
2 University run up University2 Darya 34 1 Darya 34 a Pars2 Pars1 

October 2.83 1.79 1.94 2.38 3.55 0.1 3.44 0.29 

November 1.66 1.93 4.38 4.64 3.29 0.88 0.26 3.19 

December 4.9 4.48 8.07 8.77 2.82 3.17 3.03 0.28 

Fall 0.93 1.04 0.43 0.24 0.85 0.07 4.83 11.7 

 
Table 2 : The properties of waves in fall 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Wave Height(cm) Energy (j) Period (s) 

W1 67.57 21550 5.07 

W2 40.92 12006 6.604 

W3 23.71 3328 5.51 

W T 54.78 17738 5.506 
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Figure 1 : The changes of crest berm in station 4 of the coastal zone of Noor (fall) 
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